
■CA-TYPE CONTROLLER

■SOFTWARE FOR ARCMANTM ROBOTS

■SUPPLEMENTARY EQUIPMENT FOR ROBOT

Feature:
Teaching data can be easily edited  
numerically and the data bank edited 
and controlled on a personal 
computer.

Nozzle-cleaning device

Change of text format/Printing Data communication icon
Simultaneous editing with 

data bank displayed

Auxiliary axes modification

Command search Bookmark

Change of commanded-
shift coordinates, 

Shift of coordinates

Data communication icon

Pass addition/deletion icon

Text and table formats interchangeable/Printing

Modification of welding condition data

Editing in the table format

●Off-line Teaching System K-OTS32
Features①　・Abundance of functions for retriving work model data.

・Abundance of functions for converting CAD data (Optional).
Features②　・User-friendly operability on a personal computer.
Features③　・Manifold functions for supporting teaching work available.

・Automatic pass-sequence designing function (Standard spec.)
Features④　・Teaching data can be checked for errors.

・Interference checking function (Standard spec.)
Features⑤　・Data bank can easily be edited. Examination by K-OTS32 System

Automatic nozzle-
changing device

Wire-cutting device

●T-BOX Software for 
Editing Teaching Data.

Automatic slag-removal
device

Torch-neck-replacing
device
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Specifications for CA-type controller

Teaching Pendant 
and Compact Flash 
Memory Card
Features:
・Big liquid crystal display

 (40 characters × 15 lines)
・Key touch operation
・20% lighter in weight 

compared to conventional 
models
・Data storage and version-up 

can be executed by using a 
compact flash memory 
card.

CA-Type Controller
Features:
・Compact size of about half 

of conventional models
・Manufactured per safety 

standard ISO 10218 DIS: 
2004

Items Specifications

Number of controlled axes

External input/output

Position-detecting function
Memory capacity
Interface
Safety function
External memory
Sensors

External dimensions and mass
Display area
Language
Enable switch
Teaching/playback method

Interpolation function

Setting of speeds

Remote coordinates
Number of programs

Program editing

Program conversion
Number of data banks

Multi-pass weld data bank function

Weaving method/pattern
Wire inching

Functions for management, maintenance, 
and display

Self-diagnosis function

External dimensions and mass 600 (W) × 1100 (H) × 400 (D), 100 kg

Robot: 6 axes, Slider: 3 axes (Optional),
Positioner: 2 axes × 2 units (Optional) (11 axes in parallel)

Programmable general input: 48 ports, Robot command/interlock input: 57 ports
Programmable general output: 48 ports, Robot working mode/status output: 67 ports

Absolute encoder
Equivalent to 46000 steps (with 13 axes configuration), No battery backup is required.
Ethernet 2 channel.
Slowdown or emergency stop when teaching.
Compact flash memory card (attached to the teaching pendant)
Wire touch sensor, Arc sensor, Rotating arc sensor (Optional)

300 × 200 × 50 mm, 1.1 kg
115.2 × 86.4 mm, 40 characters × 15 lines, Monochrome LCD with backlight
Japanese/English
Three-position enable switch
Teaching: PTP control, Playback: CP control

Linear, Circular, Joint

Air-cut absolute speed: 1～150 m/min., Welding absolute speed: 1～350 cm/min.
Air-cut speed ratio: 1～100%, Moving time: sec.

Rectangular, Tool, Easy, Joint, Work
Number of programs: 999

Modification, addition and deletion of position and command data; 
copy, deletion, integration of programs; registration of names of programs; and other editing.

Parallel shift, Rotation, Mirror image, Torch shift
499 (3700～5900 weld passes)

Type of groove, Automatic torch-positioning, Welding conditions, 
Welding line shift, and other data.

Software weaving, Sine-wave-pattern weaving, Arrowhead-pattern weaving (Optional)
Forward/Reverse, (Inching speed: High/Medium/Low)

Cycle time, Number of steps, Product quantity, 
Count of operation time, and Error history.

Major/minor abnormalities, Major/minor alarms, Displaying alarms 
on the teaching pendant, Output data to external devices.

■Controller

■Teaching pendant

■Teaching/Operation
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